Channeling
Paul Solomon Reading 0766. Virginia Beach, Virginia, February 14, 1976
Question 1: Please comment on the unfoldment of their ministry, giving particular attention to ___
concern for responsibility for channeling.
Answer 1: Yes, we have these records and witnesses concerning the work of these two together in this
time. And let it be known here that the feeling that has often occurred in the hearts of these two that
they were set apart, deprived in some ways of sharing with other groups and on a common ground with
others, as if on a different level, as if communicating in a different manner. Set apart. The feeling of
loneliness. The feeling of walls of separation, gaps and such.
Let it be understood that these are in some way very, very real because these two are much alone in this
period of time in that these are heralds of a coming race, in this sense.
As compared with those who completed this time and go on to others spheres, other expressions, you
are the forerunners of that root race to come and will remain here on this plane, carrying as a bridge the
understandings from the older time to the new.
You are not of this world or of this race, but of the new, of the young ones that are a bridge from one to
another. And for that reason have not much in common in so many ways with those who have played
with the message of the Christ and of the time. So precious to you in your hearts this understanding, and
those who have been exposed so much and in so many times, and take such so lightly, and toss it about
here and there, cause often that you be appalled in the heart with their use of the words and
expressions of them.
Such a deep expression as care and concern for the little ones and for the purity of the message. And it
should ever be. Your understanding of service, your simplicity in the face of the Master, don’t let these
be set aside. Keep the purity of that concern and let no one discourage the feeling of the awesome
responsibility that is yours. For it is awesome.
Now understand that we've said in this manner: From the time before this, the world before this one
was, some of the young ones of that race became the old ones of this, and carried the message, brought
it to the new ones. Hermes and Ra, Moses and Our Lord and Master. Then as they had responsibility for
remembering the truth of an age, you will walk among those new to this Earth, new to this plane, not
having experienced what you’ve seen. Your memory will be somewhat faded of this world, for the Earth
you’ll walk on will be not so much like that you’ve left. And the stories you will tell and the teachings
that you will bring to the young ones will sound somewhat far removed from their point of reference.
And when you attempt to describe the buildings, the technology, the experiences, the flying ships of
this, they will look upon you somewhat incredulous and see you as gods.
Then prepare to be just that. Know who you are. Know that ye are Gods, and Sons of the Most High.
Your ministry is not of this time. Your ministry is not of this day or of this age. Do not feel impatience to
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go here or there and begin that you should do, for it is not yet begun. It is but a time of preparation, a
time of stepping aside, a time of opening.
And understand that that occurs in you, particularly in the physical bodies in this time, for there is much
change. And understand this especially. That when those of high vibration, intense vibration in the sense
of your feeling or your relationship to them, could express through the physical body, know that it will
take its toll on the emotions and the turning of the wheels of the chakras, especially for (the wife).
Understand this. When the body is used for channeling, especially in the early time that occurs, it is the
reversal of the spinning of the energy of the chakra wheels. This then is unsettling to all portion of the
body, to the metabolism, to the emotions especially. And will cause concern, loss of emotional control,
fear and such. Understand here that you are subjecting the physical body to a much higher, intensified
rate of vibration of those who would use it for the period of channeling. The body has not been built of
materials which well withstand such vibration. That food of this plane is of this plane and has built a
body suitable to the vibrations of this plane.
Then when there is a transition between planes and a period of channeling, especially in such a manner
that there is direct voice of a teacher who would come, there is an intensification of the energy of the
body that will cause loss of emotional control, some confusion, some fear and such. Will take some
period of adjustment.
Now understand that these things are natural and feel no guilt or as if unworthy or something wrong or
such. But rather do understand this. It will, without doubt, shorten the lifespan. That is the physical body
will not tolerate so much of such changing of levels of consciousness and intensification of energy. Then
the decision is within the self, for you have spoken. You have in your prayers and in your dedication of
the self said to that force that is the Master, to the Father, “I would not live my life in vain. Use me.”
Then for as long as that is the prayer of the heart and as long as there is a willingness to let the body be
used, even if it means a shortening of the lifespan or the time in the physical, that it will be used.
But understand this as well. Never at any point has your will been destroyed. That is, with the mouth,
with the lips, you might say at times, “I will not channel.” But if the heart says different, then the heart
has made you available as a channel. And understand that it is not a loss of your will, but an expression
of the higher will within you that is responded to by those who would teach and would speak..
Then understand this. You’ve been brought together, the two of you for a reason, and only together can
you serve for the time that you remain, both together on this plane. Then understand that you
complement on another, and it is meant to be. For (the husband) has the ability, the boldness to step
where there need be steps, even where others dare not go. And to say the message that need be said.
But the boldness lacks the discernment given to (the wife), and given for that reason. To test, to
understand, to warn. And better listen. When there is the impression within her heart, “This one is not
attuned. This channel is dangerous. This Source not dependable,” Listen. For she has been given that
sword of separation, that separateth the light from the darkness and the spiritual discernment.
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But understand your responsibility then for that discernment and listen. See then where the impressions
come from. Know the responsibility for bring attuned. Then both of you study and show yourselves
approved of divine workmen that needeth not to be ashamed of rightly divining the word of truth. Know
the words written by the Masters, those time honored. Be not so concerned with hierarchies,
principalities, powers. Be not so concerned with fancy concepts. Be rather concerned with simple truth,
of service, of love, at‐one‐ment with the Father.
Study the teaching of those Masters whose lives, whose effectiveness has proved the worth of their
words. For we say unto you, there hath not a greater one walked on the plane of earth than the channel
Edgar Cayce. And what he brought from this plane to yours and revealed, might well become a
measuring stick by which to know those who channel truth.
Then know the Master of Masters and His message and those who serve Him as recorded in your
Scriptures. Know those Scriptures. Know the words and those who wrote them. Spend time often
touching, communing with those saints. For understand this, both of you. There hover about you in
consciousness at all times a Great Cloud of Witnesses, those who’ve gone on, the Elder Brethren, just
men made perfect by their attunement to the power of God. These are as close as the listening, always.
And there stand about you at any time that you would know it, an army, an army of angels with drawn
swords, prepared to defend those who speak His words of light.
For you’ll pass through periods of great tribulation when there will be fighting brother against brother,
when there will be bands of people like roving bands of dogs, fighting for scraps of bread in the streets.
But you will stand among them in that time and feed then with the Bread of Life and with the Water
from a well that never runs dry. And you will stand apart from them because of your trust in the Master
of Masters. Now build that trust now. And how will you build it?
Spend time daily with His word as recorded in Scripture. Not so much reading. Not so much of
intellectual understanding, but even touching the pages, looking at the words and trying to know the
consciousness that wrote the words. For as you read from the account of the Beloved John and his
description of the Master of Masters, try to know John as you touch the pages of his writing.
And so he will walk with you and speak his words in consciousness to you. And as you invoke the spirit of
Paul from his letters, that source of inspiration that flowed through his pen and wrote his letters will as
well be with you and your Source of inspiration. So will the Master of Masters walk oft with you and live
with you.
Be prepared for a time of miracles. Foresee this. Those miracles that have been greatest on the plane of
earth were always present when man became so desperate as to admit his own lack of ability to control
the laws of this plane. And when those changes come, when this Earth begins to rock beneath your feet,
those who thought themselves pompous and proud will drop that false pride and will cry out for the
rocks and the mountains. They’ll cry out for the Master. Then will they believe. Then will you be able to
invoke the power of the spirit of the Christ and heal. And heal that that would not yield in this time. And
perform miracles that could not be performed in this age for the barriers of the consciousness that will
not drop those barriers until the destruction begins to come.
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Now it is in so many ways regrettable that man always has to reach such a point to open to the Master.
But those among you, those of you who will listen and believe, even without the destruction, you shall
be the teachers. Then know that to be your responsibility and understand that in these years, these few
that remain, your greatest responsibility is preparing yourself to be strong. Preparing yourself at every
level, from the diet and the physical discipline, make yourself strong. Be prepared for days without food,
without water. Learn to live through them without loss of serenity and without fear. Be bold in
consciousness, knowing the Master of Masters so well that you are confident of His Presence and
leadership.
You’ve been separated for a purpose, and there remain years now to develop yourself at every level
until you be ready to lead those through the periods of suffering who will remain. For the voices in that
time will be few and it is that you’ve set apart to.
Look for opportunities to serve, for you both have extraordinary ability to heal, to touch and give
strength, to lend energy.
Then make that a part of your service always, touching a great deal with massage and such. For all the
touching, the handling of the little ones, those who need strength will respond to your healing hands.
Let it be then filled with love, full of love, running over, bubbling to those in need. Not so much teaching
concepts, causing those to believe, but causing all men to feel secure and confident that, “ When I have
a need, these will give all they have to give.” That kind of love.
Then be about the service of healing. But most of all be about listening, preparing the self, turning to the
Master, giving the life to His service. Be ready. Know the story of the wise virgins whose lamps were
trimmed, whose light was ready when the darkness came unexpected. For listen to this and understand.
That darkness that darkens, that will be so heavy that men can feel it, will come at the moment when all
of you least expect it. Then be prepared, if it be tomorrow. That is your purpose. That is the service. That
is the ministry.
Blessed are you who will see the New Heaven and the New Earth. You have been set apart by the
Master Himself and He knows you and walks with you.
Peace.
We are through.
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